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黃帝內經素問  

《⽟玉機真臟論篇第⼗十九》  

Plain Questions, Chapter 19 

Treatise on the Jade Trigger and the True Organ Pulses 

	  

Introductory note: This translation is a draft version, prepared by Sabine Wilms for the purpose of teaching 
this chapter in the Classical Texts series at the School of Classical Chinese Medicine, National College of 
Natural Medicine. It is currently being taught by Long Rihui and Sabine Wilms. Please do not cite or share 
without expressed written permission by Dr. Wilms. 

	  

SECTION	  ONE	  

（⼀一） 黃帝問曰︰春脈如弦，何如⽽而弦？  

（⼆二）岐伯對曰︰春脈者肝也，東⽅方⽊木也，萬物之所以始⽣生也，故其氣來弱輕虛⽽而
滑，端直以長，故曰弦，反此者病。 

（三）帝曰︰何如⽽而反？  

（四）岐伯曰︰其氣來實⽽而強，此謂太過，病在外；其氣來不實⽽而微，此謂不及，
病在中。 

（五）帝曰︰春脈太過與不及，其病皆何如？  

（六）岐伯曰︰太過則令⼈人善忘，忽忽眩冒⽽而巔疾；其不及則令⼈人胸痛引背，下則
兩脅胠滿。 

（七）帝曰︰善。 

1) The Yellow Emperor asked: “The spring pulse is like a bowstring. What is this, to be 
like a ‘bowstring’?” 

2) Qí Bó replied: “The pulse of spring! It is the liver. It is the eastern direction and wood. 
It is the means by which the ten thousand things are born. The arrival of its qì is weak, 
light, vacuous, and slippery, with straightness to facilitate growth. Therefore we call it 
‘bowstring.’ If it is the opposite of this, it means disease.” 

3) The Emperor said: “What is it like to be the opposite?” 
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4) Qí Bó said: “When the arrival of its qì is replete and forceful, we call it excessive, 
and the disease is located on the outside. When the arrival of its qì is not replete but faint, 
we call it insufficient, and the disease is in the center.” 

5) The Emperor said: “When the spring pulse is excessive or insufficient, what are the 
diseases for both of these conditions like?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “Excess causes people to suffer from forgetfulness, mental confusion, 
dizziness and veiling, and epilepsy. Insufficiency causes people to suffer from chest pain 
stretching to the back and, if this moves downward, from fullness in both rib-sides and 
under the armpits.” 

7) The Emperor said: “Good! 

Notes 

• 弦: Usually, this term is translated in the context of pulse diagnosis as either 
“wiry” or “string-like.” I have chosen to keep it as literal as possible here. 

• 巔疾: Literally, “peak disease,” I read it here as 癲, which is usually translated as 
epilepsy but can also be interpreted in a more general sense as 顛 “toppling over.” 
All three characters share an association with the very top of the head, the 
vertex. In its most specific sense, the character 巔 diān means “mountain peak,” 
and this phrase is therefore also sometimes rendered literally as “peak disease.” 
Besides the association with toppling over, the character’s meaning of “peak” is 
also significant in the context of this disease term, since the symptoms 
manifest primarily in the peak of the body, or in other words in the very top. 

	  

SECTION	  TWO	  

（⼀一）夏脈如鉤，何如⽽而鉤？ 

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰夏脈者⼼心也，南⽅方⽕火也，萬物之所以盛長也，故其氣來盛去衰，故
曰鉤，反此者病。 

（三）帝曰︰何如⽽而反？  

（四）岐伯曰︰其氣來盛去亦盛，此謂太過，病在外；其氣來不盛去反盛，此謂不
及，病在中。 

（五）帝曰︰夏脈太過與不及，其病皆何如？  

（六）岐伯曰︰太過則令⼈人身熱⽽而膚痛，為浸淫；其不及則令⼈人煩⼼心，上見咳唾，
下為氣泄。 
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（七）帝曰︰善。 

1) The summer pulse is like a hook. What is this, to be like a ‘hook’?” 

2) Qí Bó replied: “The pulse of summer! It is the heart. It is the southern direction and 
fire. It is the means by which the ten thousand things become abundant and grow. 
Therefore the arrival of its qì is abundant and its departure is feeble. Therefore we call it 
‘hook.’ If it is the opposite of this, it means disease.” 

3) The Emperor said: “What is it like to be the opposite?” 

4) Qí Bó said: When the arrival of its qì is abundant but its departure is also abundant, we 
call it excessive, and the disease is on the outside. When the arrival of its qì is not 
abundant but its departure is abundant on the contrary, we call it insufficient, and the 
disease is in the center.” 

5) The Emperor said: “When the summer pulse is excessive or insufficient, what are the 
diseases for both of these conditions like?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “Excess causes people to suffer from generalized heat and painful skin, 
and the formation of oozing sores. Its insufficiency causes people to suffer from vexation 
in the heart and from coughing and salivating above and from qì drainage below.” 

7) The Emperor said: “Good! 

Notes 

• 鉤 “hook”: This term describes a broad surging superficial and abundant pulse 
that arrives with the power of an ocean wave but leaves gently. 

• 浸淫 “oozing”: I follow Dr. Long’s and Zhang Zhicong’s interpretation of this term 
here as referring to oozing, weeping skin conditions that result from an excess 
of heat at the layer of the skin and spread gradually. Other commentators read 
it as heat soaking more deeply into the body because it is unable to effuse 
through the surface (Wu Kun). 

• 氣泄 “qi drainage”: Most commentators read this as flatulence and diarrhea but I 
prefer a more literal translation. 

	  

SECTION	  THREE	  

（⼀一）秋脈如浮，何如⽽而浮？  
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（⼆二）岐伯曰︰秋脈者肺也，西⽅方⾦金也，萬物之所以收成也，故其氣來輕虛以浮，
來急去散，故曰浮，反此者病。 

（三）帝曰︰何如⽽而反？  

（四）岐伯曰︰其氣來，⽑毛⽽而中央堅，兩旁虛，此謂太過，病在外；其氣來，⽑毛⽽而
微，此謂不及，病在中。 

（五）帝曰︰秋脈太過與不及，其病皆何如？ 

（六）岐伯曰︰太過則令⼈人逆氣⽽而背痛，慍慍然；其不及則令⼈人喘，呼吸少氣⽽而咳，
上氣見⾎血，下聞病音。 

（七）帝曰︰善。 

1) The autumn pulse is as if floating. What is this, to be like ‘floating’?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The pulse of autumn! It is the lung. It is the western direction and metal. 
It is the means by which the ten thousand things gather in and mature. Therefore the 
arrival of its qì is light and vacuous and thereby floating, arriving with urgency and 
leaving by dispersing. Therefore we call it ‘floating.’ If it is the opposite of this, it means 
disease.” 

3) The Emperor said: “What is it like to be the opposite?” 

4) Qí Bó said: When the arrival of its qì is like fine down but with firmness in the center 
and vacuity on both sides, we call it excessive, and the disease is on the outside. When 
the arrival of its qì is like fine down but faint, we call it insufficient, and the disease is in 
the center.” 

5) The Emperor said: “When the autumn pulse is excessive or insufficient, what are the 
diseases for both of these conditions like?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “Excess causes people to suffer from counterflow qì and pain in the back, 
and from a feeling of deep oppression and discomfort. Insufficiency causes people to 
suffer from panting and from shortness of breath and coughing in their breathing, from qì 
ascent with the appearance of blood, and from hearing pathological sounds below.” 

7) The Emperor said: “Good! 

Notes 

• ⽑毛 “fine down”: This character refers to the fine body hair in humans (as 
opposed to 髮, the  much thicker coarser hair on the head) or to the fine fur of 
animals, especially the fine downy undercoat that animals develop in the fall. In 
modern pulse CM descriptions, this is the term that is usually translated as 
“downy” or “feathery,” which is the main word used to describe a physiological 
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autumn pulse. It is a pulse that is floating and at the same time choppy and 
astringed, expressing the fact that yin qi is starting to take over. 

• 下聞病音 “hearing pathological sounds below”: According to Zhang Zhicong, this 
refers to gurgling sounds lower down in the throat after panting. 

	  

SECTION	  FOUR	  

（⼀一）冬脈如營，何如⽽而營？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰冬脈者腎也，北⽅方⽔水也，萬物之所以合藏也，故其氣來沉以搏，故
曰營，反此者病。 

（三）帝曰︰何如⽽而反？  

（四）岐伯曰︰其氣來如彈⽯石者，此謂太過，病在外；其去如數者，此謂不及，病
在中。 

（五）帝曰︰冬脈太過與不及，其病皆何如？  

（六）岐伯曰︰太過則令⼈人解亦，脊脈痛⽽而少氣不欲⾔言；其不及則令⼈人⼼心懸如病飢， 
中清，脊中痛，少腹滿，小便變。 

（七）帝曰︰善。 

1) The winter pulse is like an army’s provisioning camp. What is it, to be like a 
‘provisioning camp’?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Ah, the pulse of winter! It is the kidney, it is the northern direction and 
water. It is the means by which the ten thousand things join together and go into storage. 
Therefore the arrival of its qì is deep under the surface and thereby striking. Therefore we 
call it ‘provisioning camp.’ If it is the opposite of this, it means disease.” 

3) The Emperor said: “What is it like to be the opposite?” 

4) Qí Bó said: “When the arrival of its qì is like a bullet, we call this excessive, and the 
disease is on the outside. When its departure is rapid, we call this insufficient, and the 
disease is in the center.” 

5) The Emperor said: “When the winter pulse is excessive or insufficient, what are the 
diseases for both of these conditions like?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “Excess causes people to suffer from a sluggish halting pulse, from pain in 
the vessels of the spine, and from shortage of qì and taciturnity. Insufficiency causes 
people to suffer from a suspended feeling in the heart as if they were suffering from 
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starvation, from coolness in the soft area below the ribs, and from pain inside the spine, 
fullness in the lower abdomen, and pathological changes in urination.” 

7) The Emperor said: “Good! 

Notes 

• 營: This is the same character used to refer to yíng qì, which we usually 
translate as “provisioning qi” or “nutritive qi” (as opposed to 衛氣 wèi qì, “defense 
qi”). The character refers to a place where soldiers stay to recoup and re-
provision, as they do in winter. Here the term is used to describe a deep solid 
pulse, like a stone that is thrown to the bottom of a deep pond. Therefore we 
refer to the winter pulse in modern Chinese medicine usually as “stony.” 
Compared to this, a pulse that arrives like a tiny missile shot by a catapult or 
slingshot (彈, which I have translated as “bullet”) is pathological. 

	  

SECTION	  FIVE	  

（⼀一）帝曰︰四時之序，逆從之變異也，然脾脈獨何主？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰脾脈者⼟土也，孤臟以灌四旁者也。 

（三）帝曰︰然則脾善惡，可得見之乎？  

（四）岐伯曰︰善者不可得見，惡者可見。 

（五）帝曰︰惡者何如可見？  

（六）岐伯曰︰其來如⽔水之流者，此謂太過，病在外；如鳥之喙者，此謂不及，病
在中。 

1) The Emperor said: “The succession of the four seasons determines the abnormal 
transformations that result from going against the proper alignment with them. This is so, 
and yet the spleen pulse alone, what is it in charge of?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The pulse of the spleen! It is earth, and it is the solitary zàng organ that 
thereby irrigates the four sides all around it.” 

3) The Emperor said: “If this is so, then is it possible to see the spleen’s physiological and 
pathological condition?” 

4) Qí Bó said: “The physiological state cannot be seen, but the pathological state can be 
seen.” 

5) The Emperor said: “How is it that you can see its pathological state?” 
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6) Qí Bó said: “When its arrival is like the flowing of water, this is called excessive, and 
the disease is on the outside. When it resembles the beak of a bird, this is called 
inadequate, and the disease is in the center.” 

Note 

• 鳥之喙 “beak of a bird”: According to some editions of the text, this should 啄 
instead, describing a tentative and barely perceptible movement of the pulse 
that resembles the pecking of a tiny sparrow. 

SECTION	  SIX	  

（⼀一）帝曰︰夫⼦子⾔言脾為孤臟，中央⼟土以灌四旁，其太過與不及，其病皆何如？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰太過則令⼈人四肢不舉；其不及，則令⼈人九竅不通，名曰重強。 

（三）帝瞿然⽽而起，再拜⽽而稽首曰︰善。吾得脈之⼤大要，天下⾄至數。 

（四）《五⾊色》、《 脈變》、《揆度奇恆》，道在於⼀一，神轉不回，回則不轉，
乃失其機，⾄至數之要，迫近以微。 

（五）著之⽟玉版，藏之藏府，每旦讀之，名曰《⽟玉機》。 

1）The Emperor said: “Now you have spoken about the spleen being the solitary zàng 
organ, the earth at the center that irrigates all the four sides, and about its excess and its 
insufficiency. What are the diseases for both of these conditions like?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “Its excess causes the person to suffer from inability to raise the four limbs. 
Its insufficiency causes the person to suffer from a lack of flow through the nine orifices, 
in a condition that is called ‘heavy and rigid.’” 

3) The Emperor rose abruptly and deeply moved, bowed twice, kowtowed, and said: 
“Good! I have received the Great Crux of the pulse, the most perfect skill in All Under 
Heaven! 

4) The [crucial] teaching of the Five Colors, the Transformations of the Pulse, and the 
Assessment of the Abnormal and Extraordinary is found in just one thing: The spirit 
proceeds on and on without reversing course. If it reverses course, it no longer proceeds, 
which means that it loses its trigger mechanism. This is crux of the most perfect skill and 
the closest one can ever come to subtlety.” 

5) He wrote [these teachings] down on tablets of jade, stored them in his personal 
treasury, studied them every morning, and called them the 'Jade Trigger.” 

Notes 
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• 瞿然: This can be either read literally as the manner of a vigilant, if not 
startled, bird. Here this might express the Emperor’s abrupt physical response, 
elicited by his surprise, appreciation, and deep emotions stirred by the depth of 
Qí Bó’s teachings. Or it can be read in a less literal but easier interpretation as 
“reverently and solemnly,” as some commentators have done. 

 

SECTION	  SEVEN	  

（⼀一）五臟受氣於其所⽣生，傳之於其所勝，氣舍於其所⽣生，死於其所不勝。 

（⼆二）病之且死，必先傳⾏行⾄至其所不勝，病乃死。此⾔言氣之逆⾏行也，故死。 

（三）肝受氣於⼼心，傳之於脾，氣舍於腎，⾄至肺⽽而死。 

（四）⼼心受氣於脾，傳之於肺，氣舍於肝，⾄至腎⽽而死。 

（五）脾受氣於肺，傳之於腎，氣舍於⼼心，⾄至肝⽽而死。 

（六）肺受氣於腎，傳之於肝，氣舍於脾，⾄至⼼心⽽而死。 

（七）腎受氣於肝，傳之於⼼心，氣舍於肺，⾄至脾⽽而死。此皆逆死也。 

（⼋八）⼀一日⼀一夜五分之，此所以占死⽣生之早暮也。 

1）Each of the five zàng organs contracts [pathological] qì from [the organ that] it 
engenders, it transmits in on to the organ that it dominates, the qì then takes up residence 
in the organ that engenders it, and dies in the organ that it cannot dominate. 

2) When disease is approaching the point of death, it must first move in transmission to 
the organ that [the original organ] cannot dominate, then the disease results in death. This 
is talking about the retrograde movement of qì, which causes death. 

3) The liver contracts [pathological] qì from the heart, transmits it on to the spleen, the qì 
then takes up residence in the kidney, and when it arrives in the lung, death results. 

4) The heart contracts qì from the spleen, transmits it on to the lung, the qì then takes up 
residence in the liver, and when it reaches the kidney, death results. 

5) The spleen contracts qì from the lung, transmits it on to the kidney, the qì then takes up 
residence in the heart, and when it reaches the liver, death results. 

6) The lung contracts qì from the kidney, transmits it on to the liver, the qì then takes up 
residence in the spleen, and when it reaches the heart, death results. 
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7) The kidney contracts qì from the liver, transmits it on to the heart, the qì takes up 
residence in the lung, and when it reaches the spleen, death results. All of these situations 
are cases of death from retrograde movement. 

8) One day and one night, divide them into five. This is the method by which we 
prognosticate the precise timing of life and death.” 

Notes 

• Presumably, this whole section is a teaching given by Qí Bó. Alternatively, it 
could have been an insertion or commentary that was subsequently incorporated 
into the main text. 

• 氣舍於其所⽣生 “The qì then takes up residence in the organ that engenders it”: 
This refers to the zàng organ that engenders the organ mentioned first as the 
primary diseased organ (e.g., kidney-water as the final destination of liver-wood 
disease).  

• 死於其所不勝 “the organ that it cannot dominate”: This refers to the organ that 
the primary organ is unable to dominate under any circumstances, because 
according to the cycle of control, this is the organ that dominates it (as in lung-
metal dominating liver-wood). 

• The examples in this section demonstrate how disease transmission works, in the 
standard progression of the shēng ⽣生, here as the reverse 逆 cycle of creation 
where the child transmits disease to the parent: heart to the liver to the spleen 
to the kidney) and kè 剋 (control, here as “dominate” 勝: liver to spleen to kidney 
to heart to lung) cycles. When the child transmits a disease to the mother, this 
represents the opposite of one of the most cherished values of Chinese culture, 
namely 孝 xiào, translated variously as “filial piety,” “family reverence,” or “loving 
respect and service to one’s elders.” Given the extremity of this reversal of xiào 
in the present case, it only makes sense that death is the outcome. 

 

SECTION	  EIGHT	  

（⼀一）黃帝曰︰五臟相通，移皆有次，五臟有病，則各傳其所勝。 

（⼆二）不治，法三月，若六月，若三日，若六日，傳五臟⽽而當死，是順傳所勝之次。 

（三）故曰︰別於陽者，知病從來；別於陰者，知死⽣生之期。⾔言知⾄至其所困⽽而死。 

（四）是故風者百病之長也，今風寒客於⼈人，使⼈人毫⽑毛畢直，皮膚閉⽽而為熱，當是
之時，可汗⽽而發也；或痺不仁腫痛，當是之時，可湯熨及⽕火灸刺⽽而去之。 
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1）The Yellow Emperor said: “The five zàng organs are connected to each other, and 
their changes all follow a set order of succession. When the five zàng organs have an 
illness, they each transmit it on to that which they dominate. 

2) If left untreated, as a rule [it takes] three months, or six months, or three days, or six 
days, [for the disease] to be transmitted to the five zàng organs and for death to occur. 
This is following the correct order of transmission according to [one organ] dominating 
[the next]. 

3) Therefore it is said: ‘When we differentiate in yáng, we know where the disease came 
from; when we differentiate in yīn, we know the timing of life and death.’ This is saying 
that we know that [the disease] has arrived in the location where it is hemmed in as a 
result of which [the patient] dies. 

4) For this reason, wind being the leader of the hundred diseases, in the present case, 
wind-cold has intruded into the person. It is causing the person’s tiny body hairs to stand 
up absolutely straight and the [pores in the] skin to close and become hot. At this point in 
time, you can treat [the condition] by means of sweating and thereby move [the disease] 
out through the surface. Alternatively, [the wind-cold] can cause bì impediment, 
numbness, swelling, and pain. At this point in time, you can treat it by means of hot 
decoction compresses and fire cauterization and needling, thereby getting rid of it. 

Notes 

• “Differentiate in yáng/yīn”: This expression is interpreted in different ways as 
referring to the yang and the yin channels, or to the exterior and interior of the 
body, respectively. 

• 困: This refers to the last stage of the disease transmission, to the arrival of 
the disease in the zàng organ that the original organ is unable to dominate. 

 

SECTION	  NINE	  

（⼀一）弗治，病⼊入舍於肺，名曰肺痺，發咳上氣。 

（⼆二）弗治，肺即傳⽽而⾏行之肝，病名曰肝痺，⼀一名曰厥，脅痛出食，當是之時，可
按若刺耳。 

（三）弗治，肝傳之脾，病名曰脾風，發癉，腹中熱，煩⼼心出黃，當此之時，可按
可藥可浴。 

（四）弗治，脾傳之腎，病名曰疝瘕，少腹冤熱⽽而痛，出白，⼀一名曰蠱，當此之時，
可按可藥。 

（五）弗治，腎傳之⼼心，病筋脈相引⽽而急，病名曰瘛，當此之時，可灸可藥。 
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（六）弗治，滿⼗十日，法當死。 

（七）腎因傳之⼼心，⼼心即複反傳⽽而⾏行之肺，發寒熱，法當三歲死，此病之次也。 

1) If you do not treat it, the disease will enter the lung and take up residence there. It is 
then called ‘lung bì impediment’ and surfaces as cough and ascent of qì. 

2) If you do not treat it, the lung will then transmit it and  move it on to the liver. This 
disease is called ‘liver bì  impediment’, or alternately ‘jué reversal.’ [Presenting with] 
pain in the rib-sides and the expulsion of food, at this point in time you can treat it by 
pressing or needling. 

3) If you do not treat it, the liver will transmit it to the spleen. This disease is called 
‘spleen wind’ and surfaces as dàn disease, heat in the center of the abdomen, a vexed 
heart, and the emergence of yellowing. At this point in time, you can treat it by pressing, 
by means of medicinals, or by bathing [the patient]. 

4) If you do not treat it, the spleen will transmit it to the kidney. This disease is called 
‘shàn mounding conglomerations’ and [manifests with] grievous heat and pain in the 
lesser abdomen and discharge of white. Another name is gǔ poisoning. At this point in 
time, you can treat it by pressing and by means of medicinals. 

5) If you do not treat it, the kidney will transmit it to the heart, [causing the patient to] 
suffer from the sinews and vessels pulling each other and tensing. This disease is called 
‘spasms’. At this point in time, you can treat it by moxibustion or by means of medicinals. 

6) If you do not treat it, after ten days have passed, as a rule death must occur. 

7) If the kidney has transmitted it to the heart, and the heart then again in reverse 
direction transmits it back to the lung, it will surface as cold and heat. As a rule, death 
must occur in three years. This is the proper order of disease. 

Notes 

• 出食 “expulsion of food”: I have translated this phrase literally to preserve the 
broader meaning of the original Chinese but most commentators read it simply 
as vomiting. 

• 可按若刺 “you can treat it by pressing or needling”: This means that the disease 
is treatable by means of massage (按摩) as well as needling. 

• 癉 dàn: This term is alternately translated as “heat” or as “jaundice.” Both of 
these interpretations are potential meanings for the character used in other 
medical texts and are clinically possible here, which is why I have left it 
untranslated. As a third alternative, Unschuld translates it as “solitary [heat] 
disease,” presumably based on its etymology, being a combination of the disease 
radical with the character 單 meaning “solitary.” Lastly, it should be mentioned 
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that the Shuōwén dictionary defines 癉 as 勞病 “taxation disease.” The 
yellowing of jaundice is obviously related to the fact that the disease has been 
transmitted to the spleen, the zàng organ that is controlled by the liver and 
associated with this color. Heat that affects both the exterior and interior of 
the body, as the result of wind-cold closing the pores and preventing the evil 
from being expelled outward, makes equally good sense and nicely connects to 
the following two symptoms. 

• 疝瘕 “shàn mounding conglomerations”: Based on the etymology of 疝 (a 
combination of the disease radical with the character ⼭山 “mountain”), Wiseman 
translates this condition as “mounting,” while most modern translators read it as 
“hernia.” I follow Wiseman in seeing the English term hernia (defined in 
Merriam-Webster as “a protrusion of an organ or part (as the intestine) through 
connective tissue or through a wall of the cavity (as of the abdomen) in which it 
is normally enclosed”) as too narrow of a reading and therefore have coined my 
own translation “mounding” to avoid the possible confusion of “mounting” in the 
sense of “climbing on top of.” The Shuōwén dictionary defines it as 腹痛 
“abdominal pain.” 

• 三歲 “three years”: According to Huá Shòu 滑壽, this is a textual error and 
should be “three days” instead. While this makes a lot more sense at first, it is 
also possible to read the last line as meaning that the heart does not receive the 
disease but instead passes it back on to the lung, where it starts a new cycle of 
disease transmission. This new cycle concludes in three years after taking one 
year to spread from the lung to the kidney, another year to spread from the 
kidney to the liver, and a third year to spread from the liver to the heart. When 
heart fire once again overwhelms the lung, the patient dies. 

 

SECTION	  TEN	  

（⼀一）然其卒發者，不必治於傳，或其傳化有不以次。不以次⼊入者，憂恐悲喜怒，
令不得以其次，故令⼈人有⼤大病矣。 

（⼆二）因⽽而喜⼤大虛則腎氣乘矣，怒則肝氣乘矣，悲則肺氣乘矣，恐則脾氣乘矣，憂
則⼼心氣乘矣，此其道也。 

（三）故病有五，五五⼆二⼗十五變，及其傳化。傳，乘之名也。 

1) This is so, and yet when disease erupts all of a sudden, we must not necessarily treat 
by [these rules] of transmission. Sometimes the transmissions and changes [of a condition] 
have aspects that do not abide by this order. As for diseases that do not enter in this order, 
worry, fear, grief, elation, and anger cause [disease] to not abide by this order, and 
therefore cause the patient to suffer from severe illness! 
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2) Consequently, severe vacuity from elation results in predominance of kidney qì. 
[Severe vacuity from] anger results in predominance of liver qì. [Severe vacuity from] 
grief results in dominance of lung qì. [Severe vacuity from] fear results in dominance of 
spleen qì. [Severe vacuity from] worry results in dominance of heart qì. This is the 
principle [explained] here. 

3) Thus, disease has five [stages of transmission, or zàng organs], and five times five 
equals twenty-five transformations as well as their changes in transmission. Transmission 
is what is called ‘dominance’ here. 

Note 

• According to Wang Bing and others, 怒 “anger” is here a textual error and should 
be 思 “ruminating,” which is the emotion associated with the spleen among the 
five zàng organs. Other commentators interpret the character 悲 “grief” as a 
mistake and replace that with 思 “ruminating.” 

 

SECTION	  ELEVEN	  

（⼀一）⼤大骨枯槁，⼤大⾁肉陷下，胸中氣滿，喘息不便，其氣動形，期六月死，真臟脈
見，乃予之期日。 

（⼆二）⼤大骨枯槁，⼤大⾁肉陷下，胸中氣滿，喘息不便，內痛引肩項，期⼀一月死，真臟
見，乃予之期日。 

（三）⼤大骨枯槁，⼤大⾁肉陷下，胸中氣滿，喘息不便，內痛引肩項，身熱脫⾁肉破[月+
囷]，真臟見，⼗十月之內死。 

（四）⼤大骨枯槁，⼤大⾁肉陷下，肩髓內消，動作益衰，真臟來見，期⼀一歲死，見其真
臟，乃予之期日。 

（五）⼤大骨枯槁，⼤大⾁肉陷下，胸中氣滿，腹內痛，⼼心中不便，肩項身熱，破[月+囷]
脫⾁肉，目眶陷，真臟見，目不見⼈人，立死，其見⼈人者，⾄至其所不勝之時則死。 

1) When the great bones are withered and the great flesh sunken, when there is fullness of 
qì in the chest and panting and breathing that is not smooth, and its qì stirs the form, you 
can anticipate death in six months. When the true zàng organ pulse is visible, you can 
give [the patient] the anticipated day [of death]. 

2) When the great bones are withered and the great flesh sunken, when there is fullness of 
qì in the chest and panting and breathing that is not smooth, with internal pain stretching 
to the shoulders and neck, you can anticipate death in one month. When the true zàng 
organ [pulse] is visible, you can give [the patient] the anticipated day [of death]. 
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3) When the great bones are withered and the great flesh sunken, when there is fullness 
of qì in the chest and panting and breathing that is not smooth, with internal pain 
stretching to the shoulders and neck, and generalized heat and flesh stripped away and 
muscle tips destroyed, [in such cases] when the true zàng organ [pulse] becomes visible, 
death will occur within ten months. 

4) When the great bones are withered and the great flesh sunken, when the shoulders and 
marrow dissolve internally and [the patient’s] physical movement becomes more and 
more debilitated, when the true zàng organ pulse has not yet arrived, you can anticipate 
death in one year. When you see the  true zàng organ [pulse], you can give [the patient] 
the anticipated day [of death]. 

5) When the great bones are withered and the great flesh sunken, when there is fullness of 
qì in the chest, pain inside the abdomen, discomfort in the middle of the heart, heat in the  
shoulders, neck, and all over the body, muscle tips destroyed and flesh stripped away, 
sunken eye sockets, when the true zàng organ [pulse] becomes visible, if [the patient] is 
unable to see people, death is immediate; if [the patient] does see people, death will result 
at the time when [the disease] arrives in the organ that [the initial organ] is unable to 
dominate. 

Note 

• “…qì stirs the form” most likely refers to breathing that is so strained and 
inhibited that the patient is forced to alternate between crouching over and 
straightening backwards to assist in their breathing. 

• The concrete clinical meaning of the symptoms in these lines is disputed but the 
larger meaning quite clear. Whether we read the “large bones” as the backbone, 
all the large bones in the body (hip, shoulder, spine, etc), or the large arm and 
leg bones, the state of the bones indicates the condition of the kidney, while the 
state of the flesh indicates the condition of the spleen, and fullness in the chest 
with panting and irregular inhibited breathing indicates the condition of the lung. 

• 真臟脈 “true zàng organ pulse”: The soft pulse of the spleen/stomach reflects 
the fact that the Earth irrigates all four sides, like the spleen/stomach 
supplying the other four organs with steady moistening and nourishment. A 
healthy person will present with the appropriate seasonal pulse (wiry in spring, 
flooding in summer, feathery in fall, and stony in winter), while the 
spleen/stomach pulse will provide an underlying slippery and soft quality. In 
unhealthy patients, however, the pulse of a particular organ becomes visible 
outright, without the softening quality of the spleen. Hence it indicates a 
critical condition. 

• Line Four: 真臟來見 “when the true zàng organ pulse has not yet arrived”: My 
translation follows the reading of most commentators, who interpret 來 “to come” 
here as a textual error and replace it with 未 “not yet.” Some editions, such as 
that by Ma Shi 馬蒔 (Ming dynasty) , even replace the character outright. 
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SECTION	  TWELVE	  

（⼀一）急虛身中卒⾄至，五臟絕閉，脈道不通，氣不往來，譬于墮溺，不可為期。 

（⼆二）其脈絕不來，若⼈人⼀一息五六⾄至，其形⾁肉不脫，真臟雖不見，猶死也。 

（三）真肝脈⾄至，中外急，如循⼑刀刃責責然，如按琴瑟弦，⾊色青白不澤，⽑毛折，乃
死。 

（四）真⼼心脈⾄至，堅⽽而搏，如循薏苡⼦子累累然，⾊色赤⿊黑不澤，⽑毛折，乃死。 

（五）真肺脈⾄至，⼤大⽽而虛，如以⽑毛⽻羽中⼈人膚，⾊色白赤不澤，⽑毛折，乃死。 

（六）真腎脈⾄至，搏⽽而絕，如指彈⽯石辟辟然，⾊色⿊黑黃不澤，⽑毛折，乃死。 

（七）真脾脈⾄至，弱⽽而乍數乍疏，⾊色黃青不澤，⽑毛折，乃死。 

（⼋八）諸真臟脈見者，皆死不治也。 

1) In cases of critical vacuity and the sudden arrival [of external evil] striking the body, 
the five zàng organs are cut off and blocked [from interacting with each other], the vessel 
pathways are stopped up, and qì fails to come and go. This is like falling from a high 
place or drowning, and you cannot anticipate the timing. 

2)  If the pulse in such a patient is cut off and does not come [at all] or arrives five or six 
times in one breath, even though this person’s form and flesh may not be stripped away 
and their true zàng organ [pulse] may not be visible, still this means death. 

3) If the true liver pulse arrives, tense in the center and on the outside, with punishing 
exactitude as if gliding along a knife’s edge or as if pressing down the string of a zither, 
in combination with a green-white complexion that lacks luster and broken-off body hair, 
this means death. 

4) If the true heart pulse arrives, firm and striking, clustered together as if gliding over 
job’s tears, in combination with a red-black complexion that lacks luster and broken-off 
body hair, this means death. 

5) If the true lung pulse arrives, large and vacuous, as if somebody were touching a 
person’s skin with soft fur or a feather, in combination with a white-red complexion that 
lacks luster and broken-off body hair, this means death. 

6) If the true kidney pulse arrives, striking and [intermittently] cut off, bouncing back 
hard like a rock shot off with a finger, in combination with a black-yellow complexion 
that lacks luster and broken-off body hair, this means death. 
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7) If the true spleen pulse arrives, soft and alternatingly rapid and sparse, with a 
yellow-green complexion that lacks luster and broken-off body hair, this means death. 

8) Whenever you see any of these true zàng organ pulses, in all cases [the patient] will 
die and cannot be treated.” 

 

SECTION	  THIRTEEN	  

（⼀一）黃帝曰︰見真臟曰死，何也？  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰五臟者皆稟氣於胃，胃者五臟之本也，臟氣者，不能自致於⼿手太陰，
必因於胃氣，乃⾄至於⼿手太陰也。 

（三）故五臟各以其時，自為⽽而⾄至於⼿手太陰也。 

（四）故邪氣勝者，精氣衰也，故病甚者，胃氣不能與之俱⾄至於⼿手太陰，故真臟之
氣獨見，獨見者病勝臟也，故曰死。 

（五）帝曰︰善。 

1) The Yellow Emperor said: “Why is it that you say that seeing the true zàng organ 
[pulse] is death?” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The five zàng organs are all endowed with qì from the stomach, and the 
stomach is the foundation of the five zàng organs. The qì of the zàng organs is unable to 
reach the Hand Taiyin [channel] on its own but must always rely on the stomach qì in 
order to arrive at the Hand Taiyin. 

3) Hence this is how the five zàng organs each in their respective time are able to 
naturally arrive at Hand Taiyin. 

4) As such, a dominance of evil qì means a debilitation of essence and [right] qì. As such, 
when the disease is severe, stomach qì is unable to arrive in Hand Taiyin together with it, 
and the true qì of the zàng organ is visible alone. When it is visible alone, this means that 
the disease dominates the zàng organ. Thus I say that it is death.” 

5) The Emperor said: “Excellent.” 

 

SECTION	  FOURTEEN	  

（⼀一）黃帝曰︰凡治病，察其形氣⾊色澤，脈之盛衰，病之新故，乃治之無後其時。 
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（⼆二）形氣相得，謂之可治；⾊色澤以浮，謂之易已；脈從四時，謂之可治；脈
弱以滑，是有胃氣，命曰易治，取之以時。 

（三）形氣相失，謂之難治；⾊色夭不澤，謂之難已；脈實以堅，謂之益甚；脈逆四
時，為不可治。 

（四）必察四難，⽽而明告之。 

（五）所謂逆四時者，春得肺脈，夏得腎脈，秋得⼼心脈，冬得脾脈，其⾄至皆懸絕沉
澀者，命曰逆四時。 

（六）未有臟形，於春夏⽽而脈沉澀，秋冬⽽而脈浮⼤大，名曰逆四時也。 

（七）病熱脈靜，泄⽽而脈⼤大，脫⾎血⽽而脈實，病在中脈實堅，病在外脈不實堅者，皆
難治。 

1) The Yellow Emperor said: “Always when treating illness, observe the patient’s form, 
qì, complexion, and luster, the flourishing or weakening of the pulse, and the newness or 
age of the disease. Then you will treat it without being behind its time. 

2) When the form and the qì match each other, we call it ‘treatable’. When the 
complexion and luster are thereby on the surface, we call it ‘easy to terminate’. When the 
pulse accords with the four seasons, we call it ‘treatable’. When the pulse is soft and 
hence slippery, this indicates the presence of stomach qì, and [such a condition] goes by 
the name ‘easy to treat’. [Simply] capture it in the right moment. 

3) When the form and the qì do not match, we call it ‘difficult to treat’. When the 
complexion is frail and lacks luster, we call it ‘difficult to terminate’. When the pulse is 
replete and thereby firm, we call it ‘increasing in severity’. When the pulse is contrary to 
the flow of the four seasons, it makes [the condition] untreatable. 

4) You must always observe these four difficulties and clearly inform [the patient and 
their family] about this. 

5) What we call ‘contrary to the flow of the four seasons’ means to obtain a lung pulse in 
the spring, a kidney pulse in the summer, a heart pulse in the fall, and a spleen pulse in 
the winter. In all cases, when the arrival of any of these pulses is suspended, interrupted, 
deep, or rough, it is called ‘contrary to the flow of the four seasons’. 

6) When [the pulse] does not have the form of the zàng organ [associated with the 
season], such as a deep and rough pulse in the spring and summer and a floating and large 
pulse in the fall and winter, it is called ‘contrary to the flow of the four seasons’. 

7) When the patient suffers from heat and yet the pulse is still, or from diarrhea and yet 
the pulse is large, or from massive blood loss and yet the pulse is replete, or the disease is 
in the center and yet the pulse is replete and firm, or the disease is outside and yet the 
pulse is not replete and firm, all of these conditions are difficult to treat. 
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SECTION	  FIFTEEN	  

（⼀一）黃帝曰︰余聞虛實以決死⽣生，願聞其情。  

（⼆二）岐伯曰︰五實死，五虛死。 

（三）帝曰︰願聞五實五虛。  

（四）岐伯曰︰脈盛，皮熱，腹脹，前後不通，悶瞀，此謂五實。脈細，皮寒，氣
少，泄利前後，飲食不⼊入，此謂五虛。 

（五）帝曰︰其時有⽣生者何也？  

（六）岐伯曰︰漿粥⼊入胃，泄注⽌止，則虛者活；身汗得後利，則實者活。此其候也。 

1) The Yellow Emperor said: “I have heard of using vacuity and repletion to determine 
life and death. I would like to hear the details about this.” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The five repletions mean death; the five vacuities mean death.” 

3) The Emperor said: “I want to hear about the five repletions and five vacuities.” 

4) Qí Bó said: “A flourishing pulse, hot skin, distention in the abdomen, stopped 
defecation and urination, oppression and blurred vision, these are the so-called five 
repletions. A fine pulse, cold skin, scanty qì, disinhibited urination and defecation, 
inability to get food and drink to enter the body, these are the so-called five vacuities.” 

5) The Emperor said: “In these circumstances, why is it that sometimes patients survive?” 

6) Qí Bó said: “When broths and congees enter the stomach and the outpouring stops, the 
patient with survive the vacuity. When the body is able to sweat and defecation is freed, 
the patient will survive the repletion. These are the signs for these conditions.” 

Commentary by Dr. Long: 

The first half of chapter 19 discusses the correlation between human pulses and the 
progression of the seasons. In addition to the seasonal pulses manifesting in their 
proper time (spring wiry, summer flooding, autumn feathery, and winter stone-like), 
a healthy person should always present with an underlying stomach pulse (soft and 
slippery), which is mitigated by the seasons. The appearance of the true zàng organ 
pulse 真臟脈 always indicates a critical condition, but must be correlated with 
additional diagnostic information, such as the state of the body, the complexion, etc. 
If the pulse manifestation does not match the other diagnostic signs, the prognosis 
is bad. 
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The second half of Chapter Nineteen is concerned with transmission of disease 
and prognosis of death or survival. Disease transmission is a topic discussed in many 
other places in the Classics of Chinese medicine. In Suwen 5, for example, evil qì in 
the form of the six pernicious influences 六淫 enters the body through the skin and 
body hair 皮⽑毛 and then proceeds to move inward from the interstices of the flesh 
肌⾁肉 to the sinews and vessels 筋脈 to the six fǔ organs 六腑 to the five zàng organs 
五臟. In terms of the standard progression of disease, it takes place from taiyang to 
shaoyang to yangming to taiyin to shaoyin to jueyin, and if the patient’s right qì 正氣 
is strong, the patient will recover in six days. 

Zhang Zhongjing preserves this order of progression in the six conformations of the 
Shanghanlun, but focuses more on treatment by clinical pattern, due to his practical 
orientation. As such, he considers not only the normal transmission 順傳, but also 
reverse-order transmission 逆傳. In addition, he considers the possibilities of a 
disease skipping an organ and jumping out of order (e.g., a condition skipping from 
taiyang straight to yangming or even to taiyin if the patient’s yin aspect is 
weakened), or a disease simultaneously affecting two levels 並病 or directly 
attacking another level instead of going through the normal transmission. 

Suwen 19 also discusses the effect of the emotions on the five zàng organs in the 
context of disease transmission. While the proper transmission 順傳 should follow 
the cycle of control 剋 (i.e., liver to spleen to kidney to heart to lung…), an abnormal 
transmission 逆傳 could for example manifest as liver disease with a lung complexion 
(white instead of, or in addition to, green-blue). Such conditions have a bad 
prognosis. 

The last part of Chapter Nineteen discusses the five types of fatal repletion and 
fatal vacuity: An excessive, pounding pulse points to the heart, hot skin to the lung, 
abdominal distention to the spleen, restlessness and blurred vision to the liver, and 
blocked defecation and urination to the kidney. Similarly, heart qì deficiency 
manifests in a fine pulse, cold skin is related to the lung, loss of appetite to the 
spleen, the inability to control the bodily orifices to the kidney, and scantness of qì 
to liver qì deficiency.  

If the doctor is able to induce sweating and a bowel movement and urination in a 
patient with repletion, the excess of evil qì 邪氣 can hereby be reduced or 
eliminated, by providing an outlet. Sweating and inducing urination and defecation 
are hence the recommended treatments for severe conditions of excess. For 
deficiency conditions, if the patient is able to drink some nourishing fluids or eat 
congee, this will support the stomach qì and thereby give hope for a positive turn. It 
is therefore important to focus treatment on supporting the spleen and stomach for 
any deficiency condition, rather than overloading the system with blood tonics, to 
cite just one example, because the stomach may not be able to hold such medicinals. 


